
Wyoming and Alberta:
Strong Partners, Trusted Neighbours

Wyoming’s top exports to  
Alberta ($USD)

 Chemical manufacturing: $40 million

  Metal and machinery manufacturing: 

$35 million

 Oil, gas and mining: $30 million

  General manufacturing (petroleum and 

coal products; plastics and rubber, etc.): 

$15 million

 Electrical manufacturing: $10 million

Distribution of Wyoming Exports to Alberta

Wyoming – Alberta trade ($USD)

  Bilateral trade: $1.55 billion 

 Wyoming exports to Alberta:  

  $150 million

		Wyoming imports from Alberta:  

$1.4 billion

 2,610 Wyoming jobs are supported by trade with Alberta.  

 ∙ 13,100 Wyoming jobs result from trade with Canada overall. 

  Alberta is Wyoming’s largest export market in Canada, and Canada is Wyoming’s 

largest export market overall.
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Did You Know?

		Albertans enjoy access to sugar beet seeds, coal,  
and gears thanks to the Cowboy State!

		Our trade relationship benefits us both.  On any given day,  
Wyomingites are purchasing crude petroleum, ammonia,  
and air conditioners from Alberta.

Source: Trade Data Online (Statistics Canada), adjusted for port of entry (Government of Alberta), 2011-2014 average.

Valid as of Fall 2018



Alberta Company Snapshot:  Improving Wyoming’s heavy oil upgrading 
technologies

MEG Energy is a Calgary-based oil sands producer working in long-term partnership with 

Laramie-based Western Research Institute to improve and increase Wyoming’s 
capabilities and development of heavy oil upgrading technology. Wyoming, 

Alberta and neighboring states and provinces share a vast and valuable resource base of heavy oil 

reserves.

Working together, the partnership has yielded numerous successes, not least of which is HI-Q® – a 

proprietary process designed to partially upgrade heavy oil while removing diluent which is costly and 

takes up valuable pipeline space. Hi-Q® delivers a product that can be processed in more refineries 

at substantially lower cost, with fewer emissions than full upgrading while increasing transportation 

efficiency over the North American pipeline network.

Source: Alberta REMI Model – Government of Alberta
use of model supplied by Regional Economic Models, Inc.

952,820 U.S. jobs are supported by trade with Alberta. 

2,610 jobs 
are supported 
by trade with 

Alberta

For more information contact  
The Alberta Office in Washington D.C. 

Phone: 202-448-6475

Website: www.investalberta.ca/washington-dc

       @ABintheUSA


